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Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a further experience and execution by spending more cash. yet when? attain you say you will that you
require to get those every needs past having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that
will lead you to comprehend even more on the order of the globe, experience, some places, similar to history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your entirely own time to doing reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is Sei Folletti Nel Mio Cuore Una Storia
Canzoni E Attivit Sul Valore Delle Emozioni 3 6 Anni Ediz Illustrata Con Cd Audio below.

The Wolf Who Visited the Land of Fairy Tales - Orianne Lallelmand
2018-10-16
A brand new translation for this great Wolf adventure!
The Bears' Famous Invasion of Sicily - 2003
In search of food, Leander, King of the Bears, leads his subjects from
their safe caves in the mountains of Sicily to the valley where they
triumph over many enemies.
A Submarine in the Village - Vanessa Navicelli 2014-06-27
What happens when an eccentric captain (who says “Poppycock!” all the
time) gets tired of not having any more wars to fight and decides to
create his own? It’s a special day in a small village on the hills. It’s the
day of the mayor’s daughter wedding, and everyone is ready to celebrate.
But suddenly ... A war submarine appears in the central square! Where
did it come from?! How did it get there ... without any water?! It'll take a
while to understand that the culprit is the eccentric captain who decided
to declare war on the small hilltop village. What will this crazy situation
lead to? What will happen when the captain (left alone in the depths of
the sea for such a long time) starts to acquaint himself with the villagers?
A humorous story with a pacifist background about the discovery of
ourselves and the world around us. Funny, tender, surreal. A story to
make you smile and reflect, talking about friendship, pastries, kisses and
smiles. Because another life (… another way) is always possible. For all
readers aged 6 to ... 100! (Nobody is too old to dream.) A fairy tale for
everyone, with 13 watercolour and pastel illustrations. “He couldn’t
actually fish, but he found it quite relaxing to sit there listening to the
sound of the water flowing. He had always seen the water from below the
surface. What a surprise it was to look at it from above, with the
reflection of the sun, the scents in the air and the sounds of the
countryside.” Also available in Italian and paperback. Note for the
reader: this book is written in British English.
The Five Misfits - Beatrice Alemagna 2018-05-23
When Mr Perfect comes to stay, the five misfits find themselves
questioning what their purpose in life is. Can they teach him that not
fitting in is more fun than trying to be perfect? A quirky, allegorical
picture book from the multi award-winning creator of A Lion in Paris.
Secrets of the Savanna - Mark Owens 2006
The best-selling authors of Cry of the Kalahari describe their many years
in Africa working to save the elephants and other wildlife decimated by
poachers, as well as the poverty-stricken nearby villages, a quest that led
to threats against their own lives that forced them out of Zambia.
The Unpublished Legends of Virgil - Charles Godfrey Leland 1900
A Shelter for Sadness - Anne Booth 2021-02-25
Sadness has come to live with me and I am building it a shelter. I am
building a shelter for my sadness and welcoming it inside. A small boy
creates a shelter for his sadness, a safe space where Sadness is welcome,
where it can curl up small, or be as big as it can be, where it can be noisy
or quiet, or anything in between. The boy can visit the shelter whenever
he needs to, every day, sometimes every hour, and the two of them will
cry and talk or just sit, saying nothing. And the boy knows that one day
Sadness may come out of the shelter, and together they will look out at
the world, and see how beautiful it is. A poignant and heart-warming
picture book exploring the importance of making space and time for our
own griefs, small or large, sensitively visualized with David Litchfield's
stunning illustration. Anne Booth was inspired to write this book by the
words of Etty Hillesum, a Holocaust victim who wrote: 'Give your sorrow
all the space and shelter in yourself that is its due, for if everyone bears
grief honestly and courageously, the sorrow that now fills the world will
abate. But if you do instead reserve most of the space inside you for
hatred and thoughts of revenge-from which new sorrows will be born for
others-then sorrow will never cease in this world. And if you have given
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sorrow the space it demands, then you may truly say: life is beautiful and
so rich.' (Esther 'Etty' Hillesum (15 Jan 1914 - 30 Nov 1943)
Headhunters - John King 2011-09-30
Following on from his bestselling study of violence, The Football Factory,
John King considers Britain's other obsession - sex. Formed in the
chemical mists of New Year's Eve, The Sex Division sees the once sacred
act of procreation at its most material, as five men devise a system based
on the sexual act. In this lager-soaked league, the most that women can
offer a man is 4 points - unless, that is, she leaves her handbag
unattended... From its base in the asset-stripped, emotionally castrated
90s, Headhunters shows the dreams of The Sex Division members
breaking through the heavy media cloud of anorexic pin-ups and
paedophile fashion. A missing brother, prophetic visions, a love affair,
and tit-for-tat confrontation draw the characters out into the open revealing the men behind the machismo, their need for mutual respect,
and their recognition of the hidden or suppressed affinities.
Ranch Roping - Buck Brannaman 2009-01-13
Ranch roping is at the heart of all ranch work, and unlike the rodeo
variation of calf roping, the “vacquero” tradition calls for techniques that
result in a skillful and graceful throw and catch. Buck Brannaman, a
world-renowned master of the art, describes the essential tools, the
partnership between horse and rider (incorporating the Natural
Horsemanship approach for which the author is famous), and the
mechanics needed to become a successful ranch roper, whether in
competition or in actual cattle work. One-hundred full-color photographs
of Buck in action enhance the step-by-step methodology that leads to
mastering this essential Western skill. Whether you ride or rope or just
wish you could, here's a book for everyone who is captivated by Western
traditions and contemporary life.
Spring Story - Jill Barklem 1995
On Wilfred Toadflax's birthday Mr Apple organises a picnic outing and
everyone in Brambly Hedge is invited. Wilfred is a little disappointed,
though, that no one seems to know it is his birthday - he had hoped for a
few more presents. Then he is given the picnic hamper to open and a
wonderful surprise is in store... The mice of Brambly Hedge have many
adventures but they always have time for fun too. All through the year,
they mark the seasons with feasts and festivities and, whether it be a
little mouse's birthday, an eagerly awaited wedding or the first day of
spring, the mice never miss an opportunity to meet and celebrate.
No Matter What - Debi Gliori 2014-02-13
A little fox is in a big bad mood, and is worried that its mother won't love
it forever. In this beautiful and lyrical picture book we see a clever and
resourceful mother prove to her child that a parents love is limitless - no
matter what! In this reassuring and warm picture book the hugely
talented Debi Gliori manages to treat the familiar subject of childhood
worries in a very fresh, original and inventive way. 'this is an instant
childhood classic for anyone over the age of three' Independent On
Sunday 'the literary equivalent of a big hug' The Times 'With gentle
rhyming text, humorous pictorial detail and themes which can be
explored and re-explored, this is a brilliant gem of a book.' The Guardian
Brilliantly read by Amelia Fox. Please note that audio is not supported by
all devices, please consult your user manual for confirmation.
Tomato Red - Daniel Woodrell 2012-04-24
A sharp and funny addition to Daniel Woodrell's collection of "country
noir" novels, featuring anti-hero Sammy Barlach and Jamalee Merridew,
her hair tomato red with rage and ambition. In the Ozarks, what you are
is where you are born. If you're born in Venus Holler, you're not much.
For Jamalee Merridew, Venus Holler just won't cut it. Jamalee sees her
brother Jason, blessed with drop-dead gorgeous looks and the local
object of female obsession, as her ticket out of town. But Jason may just
be gay, and in the hills and hollows of the Ozarks that is the most
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dangerous and courageous thing a man could be. Enter Sammy Barlach,
a loser ex-con passing through a tired nowhere on the way to a fresher
nowhere. Jamalee thinks Sammy is just the kind of muscle she and Jason
need.
Sei folletti nel mio cuore. Una storia sul valore delle emozioni Rosalba Corallo 2011
The Neverending Story - Michael Ende 1993-01-01
Read the book that inspired the classic coming-of-age film before it's
back onscreen in select theaters this September! From award-winning
German author Michael Ende, The Neverending Story is a classic tale of
one boy and the book that magically comes to life. When Bastian happens
upon an old book called The Neverending Story, he's swept into the
magical world of Fantastica--so much that he finds he has actually
become a character in the story! And when he realizes that this
mysteriously enchanted world is in great danger, he also discovers that
he is the one chosen to save it. Can Bastian overcome the barrier
between reality and his imagination in order to save Fantastica? "An
instantaneous leap into the magical . . . Energetic, innovative, and
perceptive"—The Washington Post "A trumpet blast for the
imagination."—Sunday Times
The Colour Monster - Anna Llenas 2018-06
One day, Colour Monster wakes up feeling very confused. His emotions
are all over the place; he feels angry, happy, calm, sad and scared all at
once! To help him, a little girl shows him what each feeling means
through colour. A gentle exploration of feelings for young and old alike.
A Pocket Full of Colours - Joe Starling 2020-12-12
Meet Sam, a quiet boy with emotional creatures living in his top pocket.
For a young boy with the world's most annoying sister, his days are
pretty regular... Although they're always FULL of colours.
Teach Your Dragon about Diversity - Steve Herman 2019-02-19
Train Your Dragon To Respect Diversity. A Cute Children Story To Teach
Kids About Diversity and Differences.
The Three Billy Goats Gruff - Mac Barnett 2022-10-18
Instant New York Times bestseller! The MOMENTOUS debut of a
groundbreaking Fairy Tale series -- a brilliantly crafted, hilarious twist on
this beloved classic, The Three Billy Goats Gruff, from renowned, awardwinning, and New York Times bestselling duo and picture book pioneers
Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen! Once there was a bridge and a terrible and
VERY hungry troll lived underneath it. When the three Billy Goats Gruff
decide to clip-clop across the bridge to get to the grassy ridge, the troll is
already imagining all the way to prepare a delicious goat dinner. But the
troll underestimates those seemingly sweet but oh-so-savvy goats! This is
the first in a groundbreaking new collection of fractured fairy tales
crafted by one of today's most celebrated and acclaimed authors, Mac
Barnett, and brought to stunning visual life by award-winning and
beloved creator of I Want My Hat Back, Jon Klassen. Told with pitch
perfect timing and pacing, hilarious detail, and Barnett's signature
narrator voice, this is Billy Goats Gruff as never before. High-stakes page
turns will have readers on the edge of their seats and giggling along, as
they join each goat and anticipate the arrival of the hungry and terrible
troll living under the bridge. With Klassen's brilliantly restrained scenes,
arresting characters, and celebrated artistic style, this first of three fairy
tales is destined to be a true publishing event! With a multitude of
Caldecott Medals, Honors, international awards, and New York Times
bestsellers to their names both independently and in collaboration, this is
a creative pairing that is electric. So get ready to experience picture
book magic... all you have to do is cross the bridge!
Joy - Brittany Candau 2015
"Dive inside Riley's mind and get to know the Emotions that know her
best with this unique format. With five fun storybooks, each devoted to a
different Emotion, as well as a die-cut slipcase, fans of Pixar's upcoming
film, Inside Out, will treasure this special collection of Joy, Sadness,
Fear, Anger, and Disgust."--Provided by publisher.
Secrets of the Baby Whisperer for Toddlers - Tracy Hogg 2002-01-29
Unnerved by the ceaseless demands of your toddler? Concerned that
your two-year-old isn’t developing on schedule? You clearly need to
spend some time with Tracy Hogg. Nicknamed the “baby whisperer” by
grateful parents because of her extraordinary gift for understanding and
connecting with children, Tracy became internationally famous after the
smashing success of her New York Times bestseller Secrets of the Baby
Whisperer. Now Tracy is back with the same winning blend of common
sense, uncanny intuition, and results-getting guidance in her new book,
Secrets of the Baby Whisperer for Toddlers. Yes, the toddler years have
their stresses and challenges for both parents and children–but with
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Tracy at your side, you’ll find that this can also be the most fascinating
and rewarding stretch of parenthood. As in her hugely popular first book,
Tracy brings her vast experience to bear on the issues and dilemmas
with which all parents grapple during toddlerhood. Starting with the
simple but essential premise that there is no such thing as a “typical”
child, Tracy guides you through her unique programs, including: •
H.E.L.P. (Hold back, Explain, Limit, Praise): the mantra that will remind
you of the four elements that are critical to fostering your child’s growth
and independence. • Using T.L.C. (Talk, Listen, Clarify) to communicate
with your toddler, to figure out what she is really thinking, and to best
help her express herself. • R&R: the Routines and Rituals that give
structure and predictability to daily life and a sense of continuity to
holidays and special occasions. • Rehearsals for Change: ways of
preparing your toddler for new experiences by encouraging her to
practice her skills in the safe, controlled setting of your family. •
Conscious Discipline: a way of teaching your toddler how to behave and
manage his emotions, while being mindful of the lessons you teach with
your own behavior. Tracy knows that your child is special–a one-of-a-kind
individual with her own gifts and needs–and she has dedicated this
marvelous new book to helping you appreciate and respect your child’s
uniqueness. Whether it’s making new friends, mastering potty training,
or eating at the family dinner table, your child will do it in her own way
and at his own pace. With Tracy as your guide, you can share in the
achievements of toddlerhood every step of the way. Practical, reassuring,
and written with wit and energy and boundless enthusiasm for real
children and their everyday behavior, this book will be your constant
companion during the magical, challenging toddler years.
Sei folletti tra le righe - Rosalba Corallo 2020-04-11
Un percorso integrato, di lettura, scrittura e attività creative, sulle
emozioni per la scuola primaria.Le emozioni in classeIspirato alla storia
Sei folletti nel mio cuore questo libro propone 12 brani che costituiscono
il filo conduttore dell’intero percorso e si rivolge agli insegnanti di Scuola
Primaria per rispondere alla richiesta di materiali operativi utilizzabili in
classe, o nell’ambito di attività laboratoriali, sul tema delle emozioni per
organizzare un percorso integrato di lettura, scrittura e attività creative.
Al termine di ogni lettura, sono proposte attività finalizzate ad
approfondire una specifica emozione attraverso una rielaborazione che
comprende varie forme:comprensione della situazione
psicologicariflessione intrapersonalescrittura creativarielaborazione
ludicarielaborazione artisticacondivisioneL’intelligenza emotivaIl
concetto di intelligenza emotiva, già anticipato da Gardner nella sua
duplice forma (intrapersonale e interpersonale), è stato sviluppato da
Daniel Goleman che ha operato anche la distinzione tra competenze
personali e competenze sociali. Le prime si riferiscono alla capacità di
cogliere e saper gestire i diversi aspetti della propria vita emozionale; le
seconde alle capacità di cogliere le emozioni altrui e, in base a queste,
sapersi rapportare adeguatamente agli altri. Secondo Goleman
l’intelligenza emotiva comprende cinque abilità:conoscenza delle proprie
emozionicontrollo e regolazione delle proprie emozionimotivazione di se
stessiriconoscimento delle emozioni altrui (empatia)gestione delle
relazioni.In sintesiAttraverso la lettura della storia di Tommy e gli spunti
operativi rivolti al singolo alunno e al gruppo classe, i bambini
acquisiranno maggiore autoconsapevolezza e miglioreranno la loro
efficacia nelle relazioni con i coetanei e con gli adulti.
The Colour Monster Goes to School - Anna Llenas 2020-10-26
Follow The Colour Monster on a brand new adventure, as he navigates
his way through his first day at school! Anna Llenas's popular Colour
Monster is back, and this time he's heading off to school! But what
exactly is school? A spooky castle filled with terrifying animals? A place
in the sky, amongst the rainbows and clouds? From music lessons, to
lunchtime, to making new friends, the Colour Monster's first day of
school is filled with exciting new adventures.
The Bread and the Rose - Achille Serrao 2005
The Dream Gardener. Ediz. a Colori - Claudio Gobbetti 2019
Sei folletti nel mio cuore (età 3-6 anni) - Rosalba Corallo 2014-10-01
Questa fiaba, ideata per bambini di una fascia d’età compresa dai 3 ai 6
anni, rappresenta una versione semplificata per i più piccoli del fortunato
libro Sei folletti nel mio cuore, una storia che con la simpatia dei suoi
personaggi (i sei buffi folletti e il dolce Tommy) ha conquistato migliaia
di lettori di ogni età trasportandoli in fantastici luoghi immaginari e
aiutandoli a comprendere l’importanza di riconoscere e accettare le
proprie emozioni. Oltre a una serie di divertenti attività sul valore delle
emozioni, il libro contiene anche un CD audio con all’interno la
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narrazione della fiaba e otto canzoncine ispirate ai suoi protagonisti.
Stuart Goes to School - Sara Pennypacker 2015-05-26
This hilarious sequel to Stuart's Cape is a witty chapter book about an
eight-year-old worrier's first day of school. Our favorite worrier is back,
and Stuart is about to start third grade. As he makes his way to the first
day of school, wearing the worst outfit ever, what could a first-rate
worrier do but worry?Stuart worries about getting stuck in the boys'
bathroom and about not having anything to show for show-and-tell, but
most of all, about not making any friends. With his cape, though, Stuart
is bound to have a day full of wacky adventures.
Moon Over Manifest - Clare Vanderpool 2011-12-27
Winner of the 2011 Newbery Award. The movement of the train rocked
me like a lullaby. I closed my eyes to the dusty countryside and imagined
the sign I’d seen only in Gideon’s stories: Manifest—A Town with a rich
past and a bright future. Abilene Tucker feels abandoned. Her father has
put her on a train, sending her off to live with an old friend for the
summer while he works a railroad job. Armed only with a few
possessions and her list of universals, Abilene jumps off the train in
Manifest, Kansas, aiming to learn about the boy her father once was.
Having heard stories about Manifest, Abilene is disappointed to find that
it’s just a dried-up, worn-out old town. But her disappointment quickly
turns to excitement when she discovers a hidden cigar box full of
mementos, including some old letters that mention a spy known as the
Rattler. These mysterious letters send Abilene and her new friends,
Lettie and Ruthanne, on an honest-to-goodness spy hunt, even though
they are warned to “Leave Well Enough Alone.” Abilene throws all
caution aside when she heads down the mysterious Path to Perdition to
pay a debt to the reclusive Miss Sadie, a diviner who only tells stories
from the past. It seems that Manifest’s history is full of colorful and
shadowy characters—and long-held secrets. The more Abilene hears, the
more determined she is to learn just what role her father played in that
history. And as Manifest’s secrets are laid bare one by one, Abilene
begins to weave her own story into the fabric of the town. Powerful in its
simplicity and rich in historical detail, Clare Vanderpool’s debut is a
gripping story of loss and redemption.
The House in the Tree - Bianca Pitzorno 2017-04
All children dream of having a secret house where they can live on their
own, far from any rules and regulations. But not all of them are as lucky
as Aglaia, who lives at the top of a magical tree together with her friend
Bianca and an incredible host of flying dogs, talking cats, carnivorous
flowers and children who speak in verse. Inventively illustrated by
Quentin Blake, Aglaia's adventures - and her battles with the gruff Signor
Brullo and the woodmen who want to cut down the tree - are sure to
enchant and inspire the imagination of every child.
Alice I Have Been - Melanie Benjamin 2010-01-12
BONUS: This edition contains an Alice I Have Been discussion guide and
an excerpt from Melanie Benjamin's The Autobiography of Mrs. Tom
Thumb. Few works of literature are as universally beloved as Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland. Now, in this spellbinding historical novel, we
meet the young girl whose bright spirit sent her on an unforgettable trip
down the rabbit hole–and the grown woman whose story is no less
enthralling. But oh my dear, I am tired of being Alice in Wonderland.
Does it sound ungrateful? Alice Liddell Hargreaves’s life has been a
richly woven tapestry: As a young woman, wife, mother, and widow,
she’s experienced intense passion, great privilege, and greater tragedy.
But as she nears her eighty-first birthday, she knows that, to the world
around her, she is and will always be only “Alice.” Her life was
permanently dog-eared at one fateful moment in her tenth year–the
golden summer day she urged a grown-up friend to write down one of his
fanciful stories. That story, a wild tale of rabbits, queens, and a
precocious young child, becomes a sensation the world over. Its author, a
shy, stuttering Oxford professor, does more than immortalize Alice–he
changes her life forever. But even he cannot stop time, as much as he
might like to. And as Alice’s childhood slips away, a peacetime of
glittering balls and royal romances gives way to the urgent tide of war.
For Alice, the stakes could not be higher, for she is the mother of three
grown sons, soldiers all. Yet even as she stands to lose everything she
treasures, one part of her will always be the determined, undaunted Alice
of the story, who discovered that life beyond the rabbit hole was an
astonishing journey. A love story and a literary mystery, Alice I Have
Been brilliantly blends fact and fiction to capture the passionate spirit of
a woman who was truly worthy of her fictional alter ego, in a world as
captivating as the Wonderland only she could inspire.
The Book of Disquiet - Fernando Pessoa 2010-12-09
Sitting at his desk, Bernardo Soares imagined himself free forever of Rua
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dos Douradores, of his boss Vasques, of Moreira the book-keeper, of all
the other employees, the errand boy, the post boy, even the cat. But if he
left them all tomorrow and discarded the suit of clothes he wears, what
else would he do? Because he would have to do something. And what suit
would he wear? Because he would have to wear another suit. A selfdeprecating reflection on the sheer distance between the loftiness of his
feelings and the humdrum reality of his life, The Book of Disquiet is a
classic of existentialist literature.
Once Upon a Time in America - Harry Grey 1997
Inspired by the Robert De Niro film, this story spans three generations of
a family of Jewish immigrants to the United States. A gang of friends
discover - through trust, hard work and brutality - the true meaning of
the American Dream.
Maps of My Emotions - Bimba Landmann 2021-08-28
Follow along with a child and his companion as they embark on a
mysterious journey. The only words in this book, which is almost a silent
book, are those that describe the places on the maps of the journey.
These fantastic and evocative places express all the shades of emotions
from hope to fear, from wonder to sadness, to finally to love. An
unprecedented and highly original itinerary with a story of friendship
and great adventure plays out in graphic-novel form that unfolds on the
pages between the maps. Highly visual illustrations provide an incentive
for children to explore their emotions and create their own new maps for
emotional discovery.
Sei folletti tra le righe - Rosalba Corallo 2017
Sei folletti tra le righe offre materiali utilizzabili in classe o nell’ambito di
attività laboratoriali per organizzare un percorso integrato di lettura,
scrittura e attività creative. Il volume è ispirato alla storia di Tommy, il
protagonista del libro di narrativa Sei folletti nel mio cuore da cui sono
stati estratti 12 brani che costituiscono il filo conduttore dell’intero
percorso. Per ogni lettura, sono proposte numerose attività che
approfondiscono una particolare situazione psicologica legata a una
specifica emozione: - provare difficoltà a gestire la propria emotività infastidirsi per l’essere «etichettati» - desiderare di essere diversi da
come si è - sentirsi in colpa per i propri errori - sentirsi preoccupati provare rabbia, stupore, tristezza, disgusto, felicità e paura - sentirsi
parte di un gruppo. Attraverso la lettura della storia di Tommy e gli
spunti operativi rivolti al singolo alunno e al gruppo classe, i bambini
acquisiranno maggiore autoconsapevolezza e miglioreranno la loro
efficacia nelle relazioni con i coetanei e con gli adulti.
My First Book: Numbers (Traditional Chinese) - The Read With You
Center for Language Research and Development 2020-11
Geraldine, The Music Mouse - Leo Lionni 2016-06-07
The cheerful celebration of art, music, and cheese from beloved four-time
Caldecott Honor-winner Leo Lionni. While nibbling at a huge hunk of
parmesan cheese, Geraldine uncovers a cheese statue of a mouse playing
what seems to be a flute but on closer inspection is really its tail. That
night Geraldine is woken by silver and gold sounds. “This must be
music!” she says. And every night the cheese mouse fills Geraldine’s
hideaway with beautiful music. Then one day her hungry mice friends
ask her to share her cheese with them. Geraldine’s new love of music
infuses her with a magic of her own and provides a satisfying conclusion
to this delightful tale.
Le Streghe. Dono del Folletto alle Signore presentato da D. Sacchi
- Defendente SACCHI 1830
The Absorbent Mind - Maria Montessori 1995
A leading educator discusses the importance of the first six years to a
child's normal physical and emotional development
Stella, Star of the Sea - Marie-Louise Gay 2020-05-28
Stella and her little brother are spending the day at the sea. Stella has
been to the sea before and knows all its secrets, but Sam has many
questions: "Does a catfish purr? Does a seahorse gallop?" Stella has an
answer for them all. The only thing she isn't sure of, and neither are we,
is whether Sam will ever come into the water. Exquisite, evocative
watercolors bring a diaphanous day at the beach alive in this perfect
summer story. Gently humorous, Stella, Star of the Sea also captures the
relationship between an older sister and her baby brother — a
responsibility that can be both lots of fun and very trying.
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Robert Louis Stevenson
1922
Sei folletti nel mio cuore ne 6 - Rosalba Corallo 2020
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